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HI,

What a week it has been with giant storms, heat waves and other environmental

disasters happening around the world.  With 1400 heat related deaths in France over

the summer, similarly in Sudan and even now the Japanese are getting battered

again, and of course the Amazonia fires are still there. For me personally, though and

close to home, it’s been the giant storm Dorian creating apocalyptic scenes in The

Bahamas, likened to an explosion of an atomic bomb, then battering the eastern

coasts of both USA and Canada. Fighting the biggest threats to our livelihoods,

governments around the world (including both legislatures in the US) are allocating

huge amounts of money to deal with these emergencies (as also in Malaysia where

hundreds of thousands of gas masks have just been distributed to deal with smoke

from fires in Indonesia) and to build more resilient infrastructure. In Canada, even,

our military was involved in the clean up.

But when I see the pictures from Grand Bahama Island my body shudders. When will

it be my turn? Who’s next? How would I deal with my life being turned upside down, if

I survived?

Riding my bicycle through a nearby park the other day I was musing about what it

would look like if 200 km/hr winds had just passed through ahead of me. It certainly

wouldn’t be the bucolic scene I was enjoying (see below), but my mind was not at

peace.

Equally sad, is that everyday we just keep adding insult to injury. When will we see the

societal and government action that is needed?

I also want to mention the passing last week in Toronto of Dr. Jay Keystone, infectious

and tropical disease specialist, who had great influence over my life. Being a first class

friend and mentor he guided me in much of my earlier career in establishing

‘international’ health as a field of study at the University of Toronto some 20 years ago

and who never hesitated in helping me, my family and friends and countless others

benefit from his medical genius. Goodbye Jay, you will be sorely missed.

http://pdf.mailerlite.com/removessl_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f753162367830
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Please take a look below at this issue of the Planetary Health Weekly (#37 of 2019),

dedicated to Jay’s memory, for important reading.                 

Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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As The Amazon Burns, Indonesia Shows
World How To Fight Forest Fires
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 Since 2015, Indonesian President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo has implemented policies

aimed at addressing root causes of fires, such as deforestation and poor

management of peatlands, despite the current serious on-going fire season. There’s

early evidence that these steps are making a difference. There were 2,400 hot spots

detected in the first nine months of 2017 in Indonesia, a 32% decline from the same

period in 2016, according to sightings made by satellites of the U.S. National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). And in the first six months of 2019, only 508

hot spots were detected, a 25% decline from the 685 sighted over that period in

2018. Read more at Ozy

10 Shocking Facts You Need To Know
About America's Maternal Mortality

Crisis

https://www.ozy.com/fast-forward/as-the-amazon-burns-indonesia-shows-world-how-to-fight-forest-fires/96359?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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1) Maternal Mortality is Preventable. 

2) Low-Quality Healthcare is a Primary Culprit. 

3) Racism Kills. 

4) Most Maternal Deaths Happen After Birth. 

5) Midwives Could Help End the Crisis. 

6) Simple Hospital Improvements Could Save Lives. 

7) Domestic Violence is a Common Pregnancy Occurrence. 

8) Providers Aren’t Listening to Women. 

9) A Profit Motive Drives Up C-section Rates, Kills Women. 

10) Abortion Bans Will Kill Women. Read more at Daily Kos

He's Sowing The Seeds Of 'Green Jihad'

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/8/29/1882203/-10-Shocking-Facts-You-Need-to-Know-About-America-s-Maternal-Mortality-Crisis?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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Odeh Rashid al-Jayyousi, the United Nations’ first eco-theologian, is
linking Islam with environmentalism.

“Corruption has appeared on land and in the sea, caused by the hands of people

so that they may taste the consequences of their actions and turn back.” A

quote from An Inconvenient Truth? Nope, those words come straight from the

Quran.

As climate change threatens the entirety of the Muslim world — and rampant

wildfires draw global alarm — more people are turning to Islam itself to find

inspiration for the environmental movement. At the forefront is Odeh Rashid al-

Jayyousi, a 58-year-old Palestinian academic who serves on the Scientific and

Technical Advisory Panel at the United Nations and leads the little-known but fast-

growing field of ecotheology, the study of religions’ calls to protect the natural

environment. Muslim disciples of this idea cite eco-friendly verses of the Quran to

argue that Islam obliges its followers to fight environmental degradation, promote

sustainable development and stop global warming.

“Islam as a way of life provides remedies to the global debate on growth and

sustainability,” says al-Jayyousi, chair of the innovation and technology management

department at Arabian Gulf University in Bahrain. “Islam views the role of the

individual as a value and knowledge creator, a steward, a witness and a reformer who

strives to contribute to progress and a good life.” Read More at Ozy

Climate Activist Greta Thunberg Lands

https://www.ozy.com/rising-stars/hes-sowing-the-seeds-of-green-jihad/96312?utm_term=OZY&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DD_2019_09_01&utm_content=Final


Climate Activist Greta Thunberg Lands
In New York Harbour After Atlantic

Voyage

Credit: Kirsty Wigglesworth/The Associated Press

The 16-year-old Swedish climate activist has landed in New York after crossing the

Atlantic Ocean on a zero-emissions sailboat to attend a conference later this month

on global warming. She had refused to fly to New York to avoid a plane's fossil-fuel

emissions. Action against climate change has been a theme of protests she has led in

Sweden that inspired student strikes in about 100 cities worldwide and another big

one coming on September 20. Read more at CBC News

See Also:  School climate protests will return from 20 September 

 https://www.brusselstimes.com/belgium/67544/uk-mps-vote-to-force-government-

to-release-confidential-documents/

Soft Drinks, Including Sugar-Free,
Linked To Increased Risk Of Early Death

https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/greta-thunberg-zero-carbon-sailing-trip-climate-1.5262665?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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People who regularly consume soft drinks have a higher risk of an early death,

researchers have found, with the trend seen for both sugared and artificially

sweetened drinks. While experts say the study cannot prove soft drinks are a driver of

an increased risk of death, they say the work – which is the largest study of its kind –

supports recent public health efforts to reduce consumption of soft drinks, such as

the UK’s sugar tax. Read more at The Guardian

ICD-10-CM Coding For Social Determinants
Of Health

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/sep/03/soft-drinks-including-sugar-free-linked-to-increased-risk-of-death?utm_term=RWRpdG9yaWFsX0xhYk5vdGVzLTE5MDkwNg%3D%3D&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=LabNotes&CMP=labnotes_email
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Understanding data related to social determinants of health (SDOH) – including educational

level, employment, or problems related to home and work environments, etc. – is critical as

hospitals and health systems work to improve the health of their communities. Currently,

hospitals and health systems may capture many of these social factors by utilizing the ICD-

10-CM codes included in categories Z55-Z65, which identify persons with potential health

hazards related to socioeconomic and psychosocial circumstances. Despite the availability

of these ICD-10-CM codes, however, recent studies show that they have been infrequently

utilized in inpatient settings for discharges other than those related to mental health and

alcohol/substance use. Read more at American Hospital Association

SEE ALSO:

Hospitals’ Obligations to Address Social Determinants of Health at the
Commonweath Fund

An Evolving Roadmap to Address Social Determinants of Health at Wired

The EPA Says Methane Rules Are Bad
For Industry—It's Wrong

http://www.ahacentraloffice.org/PDFS/2018PDFS/value-initiative-icd-10-code-sdoh-0418.pdf?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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 A methane leak is essentially a natural gas leak, a sign that the company is letting its

product escape into the atmosphere. By spotting those telltale releases, companies

are getting a handle on where bigger problems might arise. Methane leaks indicate

when old pipes or joints may be about to break, for example, or when something has

gone wrong in a storage tank. Larger oil and gas firms that keep their industrial

equipment in good shape are the ones monitoring their methane. (Some smaller

operators, with their narrower economic margins, may find it more of a nuisance to

do so.) Read More at Wired

Cambodian Fisheries Worker Urges
Canada To Do More To Combat Slave

Labour

Credit: Athit Perawongmetha/Reuters

Canada is doing little to ensure that workers are not exploited or enslaved in the

production of imported seafood, and one victim of forced labour in the fishing

industry is among those calling on the Canadian government to do more to protect

workers' rights — no matter where they live. "All the workers are working hard and

going through hardships and need rescue," said the 45-year-old man from Cambodia,

who is not being identified to protect him and his family. CBC News interviewed him

from Phnom Penh via Skype, using a translator.

 Read more at CBC News

https://www.wired.com/story/the-epa-says-methane-rules-are-bad-for-industry-its-wrong/?bxid=5be9d92624c17c6adf400057&cndid=50304278&esrc=subscribe-page&source=EDT_WIR_NEWSLETTER_0_DAILY_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_mailing=WIR_Daily_090119&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=list1_p1
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/cambodian-fisheries-worker-urges-canada-to-do-more-to-combat-slave-labour-1.5260480?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13


OPINION

The Amazon Is Burning. The Climate Is
Changing. And We're Doing Nothing To

Stop It

Credit: Natalie Gallon

 A week spent driving around or flying over the vastness of South America's largest

blessing, leaves you stunned at how much damage has been done, and how fast. Is

the Amazon edging towards its tipping point? I didn't ever think I would watch the

Amazon burn in my lifetime, but now fear it's just the start of the end. Like much of

climate science, we can only get learned warnings and then watch as reality often

exceeds our initially modest concerns. It seems we don't understand the planet well

enough to be guessing at the timetable for our own extinction. The most obvious

resolution will come in a few decades, when the heat gets too much, crops fail, clean

water becomes more valuable than oil, and the things you were warned about start to

kill a lot of people. Read more at CNN

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

The One-Child Policy May Not Be the
Reason for China’s Missing Girls

https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/04/americas/brazil-amazon-npw-intl/index.html?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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China’s birth gender imbalance remains stubbornly large, despite public efforts to

address the problem. In 2010, the sex ratio at birth was 1.19 boys for every girl — the

biological norm is around 1.05 — meaning there were about 500,000 extra male

births. The imbalance is blamed for a wide variety of social ills. It’s often assumed that

the imbalance is driven by China’s official One-Child Policy (OCP), which was

introduced in the late 70s, combined with access to ultrasound and abortion. But

a National Bureau of Economic Research working paper by economists Douglas

Almond, Hongbin Li, and Shuang Zhang makes the case that the roots of the gender

imbalance go back farther than the OCP. Specifically, they argue that it was the pro-

market land reform policies and breakup of collective farms following the death of

Mao Zedong that drove the trend in rural areas — 86% of the country’s population at

the time. Read more at Foreign Policy

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

'The Only Way To Go Forward': The
Home-Grown Addictions Treatment

Program That Works

http://www.nber.org/papers/w19153?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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A home-grown land-based addictions treatment program developed by people in

Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, Canada has become the model for future on-the-land

treatment programs in the territory. "It's in the North. It's right here at home," boasts

Charles Zikalala, director of the hamlet's department of healthy living. Cambridge Bay

is home to nearly 2,000 people, with more than half identifying as Inuit in the last

census. The hamlet launched the 28-day land-based program in 2017 to help people

access culturally relevant treatment for their addictions closer to home. Read more at

CBC News

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/cambridge-bay-nunavut-addictions-1.5262062?cmp=rss&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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Quote Of The Week

“Se hace camino al andar,” which translates roughly as                     

“We make the road by walking.”
From a poem by Spanish poet Antonio Machado (1875-1939) entitled Caminante

no hay camino (Wayfarer, there is no path - 1912)

Upcoming Events

September 14th - 18th: Latin American Summit of Sustainable

https://redcasalatina.org/se-viene-el-ecco-2019/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13


Communities (Intikamari, Azulay, Ecuador)

October 7th - 11th: Climate Change and the Role of Nuclear Power (Vienna,

Austria)

October 15th - 18th: Global Symposium of Citizenship, Governance and

Accountability in Health (New Delhi, India)

November 4th -5th: International Conference on Global Healthcare (Tokyo,

Japan)

November 7th - 8th: Global Experts Meeting on Healthcare and

Nursing (Melbourne, Australia)

November 7th - 8th: Global Summit on Healthcare and Nutrition (Melbourne,

Australia)

November 13th - 14th: World Congress on Mental Health (London, UK)

November 22nd -24th: 2nd International Symposium on Community Health

Workers (Dhaka, Bangladesh)

February 19th - 20th, 2020: 2nd World Congress on Primary Healthcare and

Medicare Summit (Paris, France)

April 6th -7th, 2020: 17th World Congress on Paediatrics and

Neonatology (Tokyo, Japan)

April 18th -20th, 2020: CUGH Conference 2020: Global Health in a Time of

Worldwide Political Change (Washington, D.C., USA)

April 24th - 26th, 2020: PEGASUS IV Migration - Climate Change - Sustainable

Development (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA: NEW BOOK REVIEW

Keetsahnak: Our Missing And
Murdered Indigenous Sisters

https://redcasalatina.org/se-viene-el-ecco-2019/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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Keetsahnak, a collection of short stories, invites active engagement and refuses

historicized generalizations about colonial violence. A loving commitment to

honouring our women and girls is fully discernible in Ann-Marie Livingston and Sarah

Hunt’s piece, “Honouring Elsie—Was She Just a Dream?” Livingston, Elsie Jones’s

daughter, addresses questions such as: Aside from the legal realm of court cases and

inquiries, how can Elsie’s story be heard and her life honoured? How can we connect

the intimate acts of mourning and remembrance with the societal efforts to address

the issue of missing women? Within her family’s story, Ann-Marie reminds us that

public awareness and mourning follows family members’ awareness, mourning, grief

and memories. The work engages with a conversation that must also have

accompanied the installation: Who is entitled to represent this issue? And what are

the parameters of mindful participation and support? (Hunt, an Indigenous academic,

wrote/facilitated portions of the piece, but the right to representation was held only

by Elsie’s daughter.) It’s a reminder that while a moccasin can commemorate,

memory about our taken family is more than trauma and greater than the public

presentation; our relatives maintain home in our memories. 

Of note and importance as well is the contribution of Maya Ode’amik Chacaby, whose

piece “(The Missing Chapter) On Being Missing” is a brilliant, sparse and rich account.

Her chapter and another by Waaseyaa’sin Christine Sy, “Considering Wenonah,

Considering Us,” are remarkable in their gentle telling of hard truths. Starkly

addressing Indigenous women as truth tellers/agents and placing that beside the

violence we face, both chapters are thoughtful, intentional and painfully meticulous in

their storytelling. Both pieces are gifts. Both require more of us as readers. As

participants. As thinkers. As activists.



Many chapters in Keetsahnak will appeal to academic and non-academic thinkers and

teachers alike—allowing readers to think holistically about community remembrance,

mourning, celebration and healing. What does commemoration look like when the

violence is ongoing? Though rendering collective experience and process as

ceremony is exceptionally difficult, and cannot be fully captured in written words, this

book is filled with shared means to remember and honour our community members,

and offers many good ideas on building meaningful processes and communities to

address colonial violence.

Read More at Alberta Views

FYI #2

A Giant Raft Of Rock Floating In The
Pacific Could Help Heal Australia's

Great Barrier Reef

https://albertaviews.ca/keetsahnak-missing-murdered-indigenous-sisters/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
http://%20http//www.ipsnews.net/2019/08/really-take-plant-trillion-trees/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13
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A "raft" of floating pumice rock the size of Manhattan is drifting towards Australia,

bringing along with it new marine life that could help with the recovery of the Great

Barrier Reef's corals, half of which have been killed in recent years as a result

of climate change. Experts say that if the pumice makes it to the Great Barrier Reef, it

could help replenish some of the lost marine life. The raft is believed to be home to

organisms like crabs and corals.

Read More at CNN

FYI #3

Fragile States Lag Behind When It
Comes To Health

Credit: Isaac Billy / UNMISS / CC BY-NC-ND

Half of the world’s population can’t access essential health services, according to

the World Health Organization. The countries most greatly affected aren’t necessarily

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/08/25/asia/pumice-stone-underwater-volcano-great-barrier-reef-intl/index.html?ncid=newsltushpmgnews__TheMorningEmail__082619&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13


the poorest, but the ones with the weakest health systems — particularly fragile

states in conflict zones, said Dr. Peter Salama, then-WHO deputy director-general for

emergency preparedness and response, during a panel on global health and security

last year.

Read More at Devex

FYI #4

What The Amazon's Fires Mean For
Its Animals

Credit: Alamy

While it is impossible to know which species are at risk until scientists assess the size

and distribution of the fires and animal populations, we already know that animals

native to the Amazon are not adapted to cope with such blazes. One example is the

jaguar, which preys on a range of animals from capybaras to aquatic

organisms, according to the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). All of those are at risk of

https://www.devex.com/news/fragile-states-lag-behind-when-it-comes-to-health-95519?access_key=ee873c8967b571e6c6372e6edb502a771ea98ce3&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=newswire&utm_campaign=special&utm_content=title&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT0dRNU9EUXlaRGs1T1RVeCIsInQiOiJldjNmS3JWTjhMZnVrRlZucFJhYjY4WjNlVDRXczNxYjlzVUh5Q0U5WHd6bURJR3JyMkQ3ZlNPaXhpXC9ra1BPR1RCM3JWdWVTaloxNFF4NHl5ckRlUFdzdzVYSHArR25iSEhcLzVFUzJNdSt3QlYyU3o4MElQcW1xZnhyTEFKMllCIn0%3D&utm_term=2019-09-13


habitat loss due to the fires, threatening the jaguar's food supply.

Read More at CNN

FYI #5: SUMMER READING

The Mosquito: A Human History Of
Our Deadliest Predator

Credit: Vince Beiser

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/28/americas/amazonian-wildlife-future-in-fires-intl/index.html?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13


A pioneering and groundbreaking work of narrative nonfiction that offers a dramatic

new perspective on the history of humankind, showing how through millennia, the

mosquito has been the single most powerful force in determining humanity’s fate. 

Why was gin and tonic the cocktail of choice for British colonists in India and Africa? What

does Starbucks have to thank for its global domination? What has protected the lives of

popes for millennia? Why did Scotland surrender its sovereignty to England? What was

George Washington's secret weapon during the American Revolution? 

The answer to all these questions, and many more, is the mosquito.

Read More at Amazon

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

Canada’s Faculties Of Medicine
Commit To Improving Indigenous

Health

https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/0735235791/ref=ox_sc_act_title_3?smid=A3DWYIK6Y9EEQB&psc=1&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_37_september_12_2019&utm_term=2019-09-13


Credit: University AffairsCNN

The Association of Faculties of Medicine of Canada has approved a Joint Commitment

to Action on Indigenous Health that Indigenous health leaders say provides a much-

needed roadmap for training medical students to better serve Indigenous

communities. In May, leaders representing Canada’s 17 faculties of medicine

committed to building stronger relationships with Indigenous communities,

increasing the numbers of Indigenous students and faculty members, addressing

anti-Indigenous racism, ensuring all medical students complete a robust Indigenous

health curriculum and other actions aimed at promoting Indigenous health.

Read more at University Affairs

                 Credit: David Zakus

Impatiens for You
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